
The Caltrans Local Roadway Safety Plan (LRSP) helps local road owners 
address unique highway safety needs in their jurisdictions by creating 
a framework to systematically identify and analyze safety problems 
and recommend safety improvements. The LRSP offers a proactive 
approach to addressing safety needs and results in a prioritized list of 
improvements and actions that can demonstrate a defined need and 
contribute to the statewide Strategic Highway Safety Plan (SHSP).

Caltrans plans to replace the ongoing Systemic Safety Analysis Report 
Program (SSARP) with the LRSP. Similar to the SHSP, a LRSP may address 
transportation safety from a broader perspective, including the 4 Es: 
Engineering, Enforcement, Education and Emergency Services.

Local Roadway Safety Plan

 » An SSARP or Vision Zero Action 
Plan is considered an equivalent 
of having an LRSP in future HSIP 
cycles.

 » Cities who received SSARP 
funds in 2016 and 2017 will be 
considered only after January 1, 
2020 if there are remaining funds.

What if I have an SSARP or 
Vision Zero Action Plan? Complete a short application 

form including agency contact 
information, total anticipated 
cost, and a short description of 
the expected scope of work.

How to Apply

Total Dollars Available: $10 Million

Maximum Funding per Applicant: 
$72,000

Opening Date: October 8, 2019

Award Type: First Come, First 
Serve (no application deadline)

Eligible applicants: 

An agency may apply on its own 
or with other agencies

Quick Facts

 If you have any questions, contact Mengzhao Hu at mhu@koacorp.com or (323) 859-3145

HOW CAN KOA HELP YOU?

LRSP BENEFITS

KOA can assist local jurisdictions with applying for the LRSP grant, as 
well as with preparing a comprehensive LRSP. As a full transportation 
planning and engineering company, KOA has been working on eight 
SSARP projects, and secured over 15 million in HSIP funding for cities in 
Southern California. KOA has a strong in-house capability of analyzing 
collisions data, identifying transportation safety issues, proposing safety 
improvements, and applying for various type of federal and state grants. 
We have an over 50 percent success rate in securing grants for planning 
and engineering projects. 

       HSIP Cycle 10 (anticipated in April 2020)

Cities who have prepared an LRSP or its equivalent will be at a competitive 
advantage against other cities when applying for HSIP funding

       

       HSIP Cycle 11 (anticipated in April 2022)

An LRSP (or its equivalent) will be required to apply for HSIP funding
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